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Learning outcomes of this lecture

In this lecture we will
I Learn about the basic parameters of transmitters and

receivers.
I See typical transmitter and receiver configurations.
I Understand different frequency stages in the receiver chain.
I See influence of receiver and ADC dynamic range.
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The transmitter in a pulsed radar
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The transmitter in a phased array

Above is a passive array. In an active array, lower-power
T/R-modules are placed at each array antenna element.
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Radar transmitter parameters

Average RF output power Pave in terms of peak power Pp, pulse
time τ , and pulse repetition frequency PRF:

Pave = Pp τ · PRF︸ ︷︷ ︸
=duty cycle

Transmitter efficiency (typically in the order of 15% to 35%)

ηt =
Pave

PDC

Overall radar efficiency (around 5% to 25% or more)

ηr =
Pave

PDCLmLΩ

Lm = transmitter to antenna loss factor.
LΩ = antenna ohmic loss factor.
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Transmitter configurations

Free running oscillator (direct use of the RF power, often
noncoherent):

Master oscillator / power amplifier (amplification of RF power,
often coherent):

Discussion
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Feeding of array antenna

Distributing the feed using transmission lines.
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Feeding of array antenna, continued
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Different power sources

Two major variants of power sources can be identified, both as
oscillators and amplifiers:

I Vacuum electron devices (VED, high power, relatively narrow
bandwidth, bulky)

I Solid state devices (GaAs, GaN, SiC, lower power, wide
bandwidth, flexible and integrable)
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The magnetron

Electrons are emitted from the cathode, and moves in circular
orbits inside the cavity. The startup process is random, hence the
pulses are incoherent. See for instance
http://www.radartutorial.eu/08.transmitters/Magnetron.en.html
for more in-depth explanation. You can also follow the course
EITN80 Electrodynamics, starting next study period.
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The magnetron, physical appearance
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Klystron

http://www.radartutorial.eu/08.transmitters/Klystron.en.html
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Travelling wave tube (TWT)

Careful design makes the electromagnetic wave on the helix coil to
propagate at the same speed as the electron beam, coupling power
from the electron beam to the RF port.

http://www.radartutorial.eu/08.transmitters/Traveling Wave
Tube.en.html
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Some common vacuum devices
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Solid state T/R modules

I Attenuator control of receive gain.

I Phase shifter for beam steering.

I Circulator improves match to antenna.

I Receiver is protected from high power by switch.
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Trade-off power-aperture

Constant PtAe = search radar.
Constant PtA

2
e = track radar.
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Solid state active-aperture arrays

Curve for fixed PtAeG ∼ PtA
2
e .

At low module transmit power (large aperture), receive-side is
dominating DC prime power, increasing as aperture increases.
At high module transmit power, DC prime power needs to increase
to sustain increased transmit power.
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Pulse forming network

The pulse forming network creates a pulse with intended pulse
length, modulating an RF power source. The trailing edge of the
pulse may not be well defined, since it is based on the discharge
characteristics of the PFN.

Discussion
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Active-switch modulator

To have both leading and trailing edges well defined, on- and
off-switches can be employed. Solid state switches provide fast
switching, but may require stacking in series to handle high
voltage.
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Power supplies

Not all parts of this schematic are explained in the book. Do not
worry too much, it is quite specialized knowledge.
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Power supplies, active aperture

The parallel architecture of an active array promotes distribution of
the power supply across the array as well.
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Radar Spectrum Engineering Criteria (RSEC)

There are regulations for the spectral emission from radars.
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Radar Spectrum Engineering Criteria (RSEC)

Breach of regulations at 3 050MHz.
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Spectral purity
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Operational considerations

Reliability

I High operating temperature and voltages reduce life time.
I Increased risk for failure when concentrating to few sources.
I Temperature sensors and power control may prevent failure.
I Highly parallel systems provide high redundance.

Heat can be removed in essentially three ways:

I Normal air-convection currents (low-power devices)
I Forced-air cooling
I Liquid cooling

Safety issues

I High power: overvoltage, overcurrent.
I X-rays, material dependent wavelengths, lead shielding.
I Hazardous materials used, many are toxic.
I Strong RF field may ignite electro-explosive devices.
I Tissue heating from RF exposure.
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Radar receivers

Receivers typically provide down-conversion of the received signal,
amplification, and filtering.

Discussion
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Receiver types

Receiver types discussed in the book include

I Crystal video receivers (rectifier)

I Superregenerative receivers

I Homodyne receivers (mixing with transmitted signal)

I Superheterodyne receivers (mixing with LO)

I Digital receivers (digitization of received signal)

I Instantaneous frequency measurement receivers

I Channelized receivers (polarization, I/Q, monopulse etc)
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Different frequencies

A number of frequencies are used in describing receivers (in
decreasing amplitude):

I RF = radio frequency, carrier wave

I LO = local oscillator, reference inside radar

I IF = intermediate frequency, RF – LO

I VF = video frequency, baseband
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Crystal video receivers

Detects the amplitude envelope of the radar signal, incoherent as it
does not preserve phase information.
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Homodyne receivers

Uses the transmitted signal as reference, requires the transmitter
to be on while receiving.
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Superheterodyne receivers

The LO can often be tuned to follow the RF. The gain control of
the attenuator can be used to reduce sensitivity to near targets,
and improve dynamic range. Bandpass filters remove unwanted
mixer products and out-of-band signals.
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RF preselection

Filtering the RF can reduce sensitivity to jammers. No effect if the
jammer is exactly at the RF.
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Mixer products

The output of the mixer can be described as

I0 = F (V ) = a0 + a1V + a2V
2 + a3V

3 + · · ·+ anV
n + · · ·

With two different frequencies, V = V1 sin(2πf1t) + V2 sin(2πf2t),
the output will have frequencies at all combinations

mf1 + nf2, m, n = 0,±1,±2, . . .

Typically, f1 − f2 is desired, and f1 + f2 (and others) need to be
rejected.
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Multiple downconversions

Several frequency stages can help the design of filters. The extra
stages make it easier to design the filters, since intermodulation
products are far apart. Example: 2 · 7− 10 = 4, 2 · (10− 7) = 6.
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Diode and square-law detectors

The RF signal can be converted to video based on amplitude or
square amplitude. Affects the probability distributions used in
detection theory.
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Log amplifier

Provides a linear response over large dynamic range in dB scale.
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Coherent demodulation (I/Q)

Mixing with two signals, one in-phase (I) and one in quadrature
(Q), makes it possible to keep phase information in the
downconverted signal. The analytic signal is

a = I + jQ = Aejφ

with amplitude A =
√
I2 +Q2 and phase φ = arg(I + jQ).
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Signal to noise ratio and noise figure

The signal to noise ratio is given by the radar range equation (note
there is a λ2 factor missing in the book’s equation (11.9))

SNR =
PtG

2λ2σ

(4π)3kT0BnFLsR4

The noise figure of the n:th amplifier stage is

Fn =
Sin/Nin

Sout/Nout
=

1

Gn

Nout

Nin

The overall noise figure is then given by Friis’ formula (terms of
−1 missing in book’s equation (11.11))

F = F1 +
F2 − 1

G1
+
F3 − 1

G1G2
+ · · ·

The noise bandwidth Bn is often taken as the final IF bandwidth.
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Compression point, intercept point

The desired linear output of the amplifier is compromised by
saturation and nonlinearities.

Discussion
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Improving receiver dynamic range using STC

By introducing attenuation at early times, strong responses from
near-range objects and clutter do not compromise dynamic range. 51 / 61
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Typical ADC configuration

The track/hold circuit samples the signal and keeps its output
constant until the analog to digital conversion is performed. The
signal is then

Va = VFS

(
n∑
i=1

ai2
−i

)
+ qe

where VFS is the full-scale voltage of the ADC, and qe is the
quantization error.
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Examples of ADC:s

The ADC used in the lab was capable of about 100 000 samples/s
(about 12 000 samples/s claimed using python).
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Dynamic range of ADC:s

The full dynamic range of the ADC is not attainable, due to
headroom to maximum level, and noise level.
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Conclusions

I Transmitters:
I Two families of power sources: vacuum electronic devices, and

solid state devices.
I Three major components: 1) oscillator/power amplifier, 2)

modulator, 3) power supply.
I Incoherent (random startup) or coherent (reproducible

startup).
I Concentrated or distributed feed in array antennas.

I Receivers:
I Incoherent and coherent receivers.
I Demodulation: incoherent, coherent (I/Q).
I Noise power: noise figure, multiple stages, bandwidth.
I ADC: dynamic range reduced by clutter signal and noise level.
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Discussion

Why would the above configuration be deemed “incoherent”?

Answer: The only thing we can do with the RF power oscillator is
to turn it on or off using the modulator, but the phase is out of
control.

Go back
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Discussion

Why does the PFN produce two flanks (and not just one) of the
RF pulse after the trigger input drains the energy from the PFN?

Answer: The pulse transformer only reacts to time-varying
currents. At the trigger input instance, the PFN is drained of
energy and the pulse starts. Some time later, the PFN is again
fully charged and no current is going through the transformer,
putting a stop to the RF pulse.

Go back
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Discussion

Why is it important to down-converse the received signal (remove
the carrier frequency)?

Answer: Without down-conversion, we put extremely high
requirements on the AD sampler circuit. At a lower IF or video
frequency, these requirements can be considerably relaxed.

Go back
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Discussion

Is it possible to measure the intercept point directly, that is, setting
the input dB to one certain value and read off the output dB
corresponding to the intercept point?

Answer: No, the very concept of an intercept point is an
asymptotic property which is never attained in a real system.

Go back
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